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Mobile Labs offers the best Appium support in the industry. Our completely
reimagined mobile device cloud, GigaFox comes with a built-in Appium server
featuring high levels of performance and reliability. We offer an authentic Appium
server showing our commitment to the Appium open-source project and to the
hundreds of customers who rely on Appium for automated testing.

Get Up and Running with Appium in an Hour with GigaFox
Enterprises require high-performance. This includes reliable testing tools for native, hybrid and
web apps to meet the demands of digital transformation. Mobility teams can get up and running
with automated testing using Appium faster than ever by skipping the cumbersome, timeconsuming and error-prone tasks of buying, building and configuring their own Appium servers.
For Microsoft Windows users, GigaFox’s built-in Appium server eliminates the need for enterprise
mobility teams to obtain separate Apple Macintosh system(s) to support iOS devices, greatly
simplifying configurations and enhancing reliability.
Mobile Labs is Your Appium Success Company, powered by GigaFox.

Simplify Operation and Enhance Productivity
deviceConnect’s Appium server is designed to simplify operation and enhance productivity.
No specialized Appium start up
scripts required

Easily Identify Objects with
Appium Inspector

Easily create simultaneous, parallel tests

Built into GigaFox, Appium Inspector makes it
easy for testers to identify objects in mobile
apps, hybrid apps, or on websites running in a
mobile browser.

The cloud automatically chooses the
appropriate device for testing and handles
smart code signing for iOS
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Appium Inspector makes object identification
easy by providing the necessary attributes, such
as ID name, text, location, etc., required to write
an Appium test script through a simple mouse
click on the object in the mobile app or website
that requires testing.
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